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OCCUPY SODEXO

Ex-Sodexo staffer says he was
fired because of Occupy Calgary
MRU food services company tells different story
Rachael Frey
News Editor

Marcus Arseneault, 19, was hired
to work for Sodexo at Mount
Royal University around the end
of September 2011. He mainly
worked in the EC building, slinging coffee at the Starbucks kiosk.
Arseneault said it was a great
job and he loved working for
Sodexo, adding he got along
with his co-workers, was paid
a fair wage and would receive
benefits after three months of
employment.
In fact, he said it was his interest in ensuring the rights of others
to fair pay and benefits that led
him to the Occupy Calgary
movement.
Arseneault participated in
Occupy initiatives downtown, and
set up and moderated an online
forum for the group. However, he
said he kept those activities separate from his work with Sodexo,
never missing work to be at rallies
or even talking about political
matters at work.
That’s why he was surprised to
allegedly received an email from
MRU Sodexo retail manager
Elric Nielsen stating he was fired
because of his involvement with
Occupy Calgary.
“I was shocked by it,” Arseneault said. “I mean, I was a
good employee there. I don’t even
know what to say. I’m still trying
to wrap my head around all this.”
The email, which Arseneault
alleges was sent to him on Nov.
8 from Nielsen’s company email
address, reads: “As your involvement (sic) with the Occupy
Calgary Movement we cannot
have your involvement reflect

the company in any way, shape
or form.
“I would like to make it clear
to you that in no way is this termination a result of the company
being unhappy with your performance during your employment.
In fact you have been a wonderful contribution to the Sodexo
team however unfortunately due
to your involvment (sic) with
Occupy Calgary we do have to let
you go.”
Arseneault said shortly after
receiving the email he called
Nielsen, who then verbally confirmed he was being fired solely
because of his involvement with
Occupy Calgary.
After speaking to Nielsen, Arseneault forwarded the email to
several local news organizations
and posted it on a blog related
to Occupy Calgary, resulting in
international attention from the
Occupy movement.
Sodexo representatives confirmed they did fire Arseneault
before the email was allegedly
sent. However, they said it happened very differently than what
Arseneault described.
Sodexo spokesperson Jon Kristjanson said the company has
never fired anyone because of
their involvement with Occupy
Calgary. He said Sodexo believes
the email is a hoax, and they are
currently investigating how it
appeared to be sent by Nielsen.
Brent Mann, Sodexo’s general
manager at MRU, said when he
first heard about the email he had
“zero doubt” the message was not
sent by Nielsen.
In regards to the ensuing
phone conversation in which
Arseneault said the contents of
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Occupy Calgary rallies began Oct. 15 and are ongoing.
the email were confirmed by
Nielsen, Mann said, “I can guarantee that phone call did not
happen.”
Though there is currently no
proof that Sodexo did not send
the email, there is some evidence
to support their version of events.
The email was signed “Elric
Nielson,” which is a common
misspelling of the manager’s last
name and a mistake that Nielsen
himself would presumably be
unlikely to make.
Nielsen also told The Reflector he was eating lunch with two
other people at the time he supposedly sent the email.
Mann said he feels it's clear
the email did not originate with
Sodexo. “If you read the email,
it’s pretty obvious,” he said. “You

don’t even really have to read
between the lines. We’re a very
large corporation with some very
intelligent people working for us.”
Though Mann could not
comment on the reason why
Arseneault was fired, the Calgary
Herald’s Jen Gerson reported in
a recent blog post that credible
anonymous sources told her it
was due to absenteeism.
Arseneault said he is going to
take the matter to the Alberta
Human Rights Commission,
though he doesn’t plan to bring
a lawsuit against Sodexo at this
time.
“Granted, I would like to sue,
but I can’t afford a lawyer,” Arseneault said. “Especially now,
considering I’m jobless.”
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M

ount Royal
University’s
coat of arms was
officially unveiled
at the convocation
ceremony on Nov. 4.
The crest features a
bighorn sheep (Alberta’s
provincial animal) and
is supported on either
side by two cougars. Also,
that suspicious bumpy
thing in the middle is a
mace, in case you were
wondering.

S

tart From Scratch, a
program teaching
university students how
to survive and thrive
on their own cooking,
is now offering the
course to MRU students.
It’s not too late if you
missed the first round in
the fall. They will begin
accepting applications
for the winter session on
Dec. 1. It’s free, but space
is very limited.

Colours fly at grad Pow Wow

A
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Piita Crazybull, 12, performed a traditional male dance at the 17th annual Pow Wow held in Wyckham House on Nov. 5. Crazybull started dancing when he was only two years old. The pow wow was presented by the Students' Association of Mount
Royal University’s Native Student Centre in honour of those who graduated from MRU this year.

lex Bruton, an
associate professor
at the Bissett School
of Business, has been
selected as one of
Avenue Magazine’s “Top
40 under 40.” Bruton, 37,
led an entrepreneurship
program at MRU, which
was successful enough
to score a $3-million
donation for its
expansion.
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LEST WE FORGET

A legacy of service:
Mount Royal honours 28 former students
killed during combat missions
Samara Hawkins
Staff Writer

“Gear strewn in the kitchen,
phone blinks thirty-seven
messages and rings. Minutes
later three dark uniforms,
three pale faces in the driveway. No turning, no escaping,
such clarity and mystery they
deliver to the door. Like the
elk, I stand quiet in the porch
light then ask them to come
in.”
Linda Loree wrote those
words in a poem after learning of the death of her son,
Cpl. Nathan Hornburg, in
September 2007.
Nathan, a Mount Royal
alum, was 24 years old when
he was hit by a mortar shell

while repairing a tank in
Afghanistan. It was his first
tour.
“Grief is such a powerful
emotion, and it’s really nice
if you can channel it to something,” Loree said. “Some
people go underground and
don’t talk to anyone for five
years.
“Me, I wanted to tell everyone about Nathan. I just
wanted to speak for him.”
Michael Hornburg, Nathan’s father, recalls his son
leaving for Afghanistan. He
said the opportunity meant
a lot to Nathan because he
wanted to bring opportunities to the people of the wartorn nation.
“Before he left, people in

It’s all the more reason
“why
someone like me
should be going.”
— Cpl. Nathan Hornburg

the media reminded Nathan
that it was a very dangerous
situation,” Michael Hornbug
said.
“He replied, ‘It’s all the
more reason why someone
like me should be going.”
On Nov. 8, Mount Royal
University honoured Nathan Hornburg and other
alumni who served in the
armed forces and paid the
ultimate price. Twentyseven bursaries have been
dedicated in their honour to
preserve their legacy. With
a 28th being discovered at
the last minute and will be
presented next year.)
During the ceremony, Julia Pasieka received a $2,500
bursary in the name of Nathan Hornburg. She called
the opportunity an honor
and a privilege.
In her acceptance speech,
Pasieka directly quoted Nathan Hornburg, saying: “It’s
not the hope of death of
people that will be a stinging blow to our planet, but
it will be the death of hope.”
Michael Hornburg said

the quote was recovered
from his son’s laptop after
his death. He attended the
ceremony, and was very
pleased and proud of the
legacy of his son’s passing.
Pasieka went on to say she
discovered her and Nathan
Hornburg shared many similar values.
“I have been given a
chance to continue the legacy of an individual who is
no longer with us,” she said.
“Someone who has walked
where I’ve walked and seen
what I’ve seen.”
The Hornburg family has
a strong connection with the
institution. Loree said she
and her daughter are also
Mount Royal alumni, and
their continued connection
to the school through the
bursary was “deeply meaningful and comforting.”
She also emphasized the
importance of what the bursary would have meant to
Nathan Hornburg.
“He valued his education,
and realized what sacrifices
many students make, here as
well as in Afghanistan,” she
said. “A bit of Nathan and
the cause he died for live on
in the those students.”
The ceremony was held
in Ross Glen Hall, with
many notable guests in attendance, including Defence
Minister Peter MacKay and
Premier Allison Redford.

“Today Mount Royal
pays tribute to its long,
proud connection with the
military,” Redford said. “It
honours the many people
who are connected with
this institution, who served
our nation in the most selfless of ways.”
Redford said she hopes
the bursaries will help
strengthen the link between
the armed forces and the
citizens they serve.
“This is a touching and
meaningful time for this institution, Calgarians and for
Albertans,” she said.
Alberta’s Lieutenant Governor, Donald Ethell, also
spoke at the ceremony.
“I know that Mount Royal
is proud of its military connections that runs throughout the school’s history and
it’s only right that we should
celebrate this heritage,” he
said.
Ethell pointed out Mount
Royal students are free to
question and to express their
beliefs without fear of retaliation. He also encouraged
current MRU students to
keep fallen students in their
thoughts as they continue
their education.
“These are the types of basic freedoms that Canadian
men and women in uniform
have fought and died for,”
he said.
Patricia Roome, director of MRU’s archives, has
been working on discovering fallen soldiers who also
attended Mount Royal and
helped organize the event.
“I think that the only other
Alberta institution that can
go back to World War I is
U of A,” Roome said. “We
are one of the two institutions that can claim and
demonstrate a long history
of involvement in Canada’s
wars.”

Photos: MRU Archives and Bryan Weismiller

Left and bottom: Michael Hornburg places a wreath at the memorial plaque
for his son, Cpl. Nathan Hornburg. Top: Cpl. Hornburg was killed during his
first tour of duty in Afghanistan.

MRU's fallen
soldiers
Pte. Arnell, James A.
Died 1915
Pte. Duke, Cecil Wallar
Died 1916
Lance-Cpl. Fox, W. Ross
Died 1917
Lt. Fallis, Everett Boyd Jackson
Died 1917
Lt. Lewis, George Lloyd
Died 1916
2nd Lt. Musgrove, Harold S.
Died 1918
Pte. Raskesen, Hans
Died 1917
Pte. Ross, John Hawly
Died 1916
Pte. Shantz, Roswell Jay
Died 1918
Pilot Officer Aitken, Douglas S.
Died 1942
Pilot Officer Anderson, Edwin
Died 1941
Warrant Officer Barker, Frank
Died 1943
Gunner Bell, Kenneth B.
Died 1944
Flight Sgt. Bevan, Douglas O.
Died 1942
Sgt. Boalch, Frederick E.
Died 1945
Fly. Officer Crowe, Harold J.
Died 1943
Fly. Officer Ehnisz, Benjamin.
Died 1943
Flight Sgt. Hansen, George Q.
Died 1944
Lt. Harvey, Denis Frederick
Died 1945
Pilot Officer Hinch, Lloyd G.
Died 1945
Flight Officer Keith, George N.
Died 1943
Wing Commander Laut, Albin
Died 1943
Lt. Munro, Campbell Stuart
Died 1943
Pilot Officer Polley, Arthur B.
Died 1942
Captain Purdy, Douglas G.
Died 1942
Captain Foster, George Garry
Died 1974
Cpl. Hornburg, Nathan
Died 2007
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SCIENCE RULES

Science wing gets ‘XL’ makeover
New labs to foster research projects

BAJ Visser
Contributor

Mount Royal University just got
bigger.
The $25-million science and
technology expansion in the BWing was formally unveiled on
Nov. 9.
New science and technology dean Jeff Goldberg calls the
expansion the “XL wing.” The
4,700-square-metre, three-floor
addition includes many new classrooms, offices and learning spaces,
along with several high-end research labs.
“I wish I had this kind of a facility when I was an undergrad
student,” Goldberg said. “I can't
imagine better spaces, and I
haven't seen better spaces in all
my teaching career.”
“Right from 8 o'clock in the
morning on the first day of classes, students have found the new
spaces and made it their home. It's
incredible,” he added. “The labs
turned out brilliantly, and some
of the courses planned for those
labs are really impressive.”
Goldberg explained the labs
were needed for MRU's new fouryear bachelor of science programs,
including a new degree in environmental sciences. He added
the new labs will allow third- and
fourth-year students the chance to
conduct research they need for future careers and graduate degrees.
While the new wing has been

used since the summer, the event
was a time to share the expanded
facility with the community and
thank those who made it possible.
Mount Royal president David
Docherty thanked partners, including the federal and provincial
governments and Encana, for their
support of the university's continued growth.
Calling the new wing “truly inspiring,” Docherty stressed the importance of research for degrees in
all forms of science, which he said
is recognized in the expansion.
“In providing those research opportunities, we're also providing
students with the critical-thinking
skills and problem-solving skills
that once they get out into the
workforce they are able to tackle
some of the larger issues we're facing,” Docherty said.
As for the future of the science
and technology facilities, there is
another expansion on the horizon.
Once long-awaited improvements
to the university’s library get the
green light from the provincial
government, attention will likely
turn to the next phase of science
expansion. Part two is said to include a number of new labs for
the sciences, nursing and social
sciences programs.
“While we will have some research going on in our new labs,
we're expecting to have many
more spaces in the future,” Goldberg said. “As a university, it's important that we are really involved

Photo: Bryan Weismiller

University president David Docherty, left, and Calgary MP Lee Richardson, right, lead the
ribbon-cutting ceremony on Nov. 9.
in the creation and dissemination
of knowledge, so that's the next
step for us.”
Ultimately, the new wing is yet
another step in MRU's quest to become the premier undergraduate
university in the country.
“It all comes down to how we
change our operations now that
we've changed what we are,”
Goldberg said. “I'm ecstatic to see
where we go from here.”

Doc officially installed
AU BComm student Teang

Success.
Being successful includes
overcoming obstacles. If your
schedule is getting in the way
of completing your business
degree, don’t let it stop you.
Athabasca University’s Faculty
of Business has the courses
you need - online, without
the obstacles.
Success begins at
www.business.athabascau.ca.
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Mount Royal University’s ninth president, David Docherty, was formally installed to office
prior to the convocation ceremony on Nov. 4. Docherty donned his new blue, black and
gold robes on stage, topping it off with the official president's hat.
Photo - Scott Rowed

Available at:

Just $99 + tax
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How do you feel about winter?
The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of
10,000, is the independent
voice of the students of Mount
Royal University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).
The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.
The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right
of editorial comment is
reserved for editors of The
Reflector, opinion pieces may
be submitted as letters to the
editor, and may be published on
the editorial page as such. The
Reflector reserves the right not
to publish submissions deemed
by the Publishing Editor to be
offensive.
Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the
Ombudsboard are final and
binding on both parties. Letters
to the Ombudsboard must be
sent in confidence, care of the
Reflector Publications Society,
to the Reflector Publications
Society office.
Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum
of 500 words, typed, doublespaced, and contain the writer’s
name and phone number.
No unsigned letters will be
published. Only in exceptional
cases, at the discretion of the
Publishing Editor, will writers’
names be withheld. The
Reflector reserves the right to
edit submissions for brevity.
Contents are copyright © 2011.
No material may be reproduced
without express written
consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the
Reflector Publications Society.
For more information, contact
The Reflector office at:

THE REFLECTOR

Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca

“Public
transportation sucks,
but I love winter
sports.”

“The only good thing
is skating. In reality, it
just sucks balls.”

Alex
Bershadsky,
Business

Rebecca Jette,
Education

“It’s awesome. I love
the cold. It’s better
than being too
warm.”

“I love it because it
means I get to go
snowboarding,”

Danielle Mayer,
Education

Ammar Mahdi,
Engineering

Someone should lend the University of Calgary a
copy of The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
— we’ve heard it’s tough finding one over there.
In an ongoing legal battle, the U of C recently argued
universities should not be subjected to the charter as
they are non-governmental organizations.
Now meet the Pridgen brothers.
Steven and Tyler Pridgen were punted from the U
of C in November 2007 for slagging one of their
instructors on a Facebook page. The page, titled
"I no longer fear Hell, I took a course with Aruna
Mitra," landed the brothers on probation for nonacademic misconduct.
In case you were wondering, the Pridgens posted
such offensive statements as “Somehow I think
she just got lazy and gave everybody a 65. That’s
what I got,” and “Remember when she told us she
was a long-term professor? Well actually she was
only sessional and picked up our class at the last
moment because another prof wasn’t able to do
it… Lucky us.”
Pretty terrible, eh?
The case went to the Alberta Court of Appeal
earlier this month, although a decision has not
yet been handed down.
One of the more interesting revelations came from
the Pridgen’s lawyer Colin Feasby who said universities are, in fact, covered under the Charter as the
document isn’t designed to oppress students.
The Pridgen case is just one of several violations
happening on Canadian university campuses.
Last issue, The Reflector reported on an expert
panel’s opinion that freedom of expression is being challenged at universities. The panel discussed
the Pridgen case as well as several other examples
where students’ rights had been violated.
The free speech fight may well be on our doorstep.
Former barista Marcus Arseneault says he was
fired from his job with Sodexo at Mount Royal
University because of his involvement with Occupy Calgary.
Though Arseneault's story is shaky at best, his allegations have yet to be disproven. We're waiting
with baited breath to see how it plays out.
Marcus's story does, however, remind us how easily censorship can occur and how important it is
to stay aware of what's happening on campus.
Comments? Visit thereflector.ca or in person at our
office in the basement of Wyckham House.

GUEST COLUMN

Sorry, you're not on the list
Academic honour fails to inspire achievement
Miranda Anderson

institutional stone, runs from Fall to
Spring, despite the “new January
intake.” I speculated that a goal of
I was finishing my fourth term in the award was to discourage stuApril 2010 when I heard a student dents from starting in winter term.
talking about “The President’s List”
Clicking “Talk to the President”
and asked him what it meant. The on the school's website, I registered
academic calendar states that a my e-disappointment that a Janu“student who earns twenty-four ary start precluded receiving aca(24) or more credit
demic recognition of the
hours in an academic
presidential variety.
year… with a Grade
An assistant “clarified”
Point Average of 3.75 or
the position by referring
higher will be placed on
me to the page 39 of
the President's Honour
the academic calendar,
Roll.” I had already accuand to the Coordinator
mulated 51 credit hours.
of Student Records and
My GPA was 3.94. Why
Transcripts, who helpfully
Miranda
Anderson
had I not heard about
reminded me “the honour
MRU policy studies roll also includes grades
this?
student
Mistake #1: starting
in the spring term.”
in winter. Not only will you learn
If I maintained my GPA, I would
the ropes in a parka and boots, be eligible for the honour roll
but you won’t find your program “which is ran [sic] at the end of
cohort, and you won’t be on the September.”
President’s Honour Roll. The acaThis leads me to Mistake #2: takdemic year, evidently chiselled into ing spring courses. If you have the
Guest Columnist

qualifying GPA and credit hours
by April, take the summer off.
The vast majority of students do.
They have jobs or internships, and
there are few courses offered that
meet degree requirements. Maybe,
I mused, a further goal of the award
was to lower spring enrolment.
Actually, though, I believed it a
clear case of the letter of the law
subverting its intent.
Did Mount Royal really wish
academic achievers to accumulate
twice the credit hours required for
the award? What are the goals of
the President’s List? Certainly, they
cannot include fostering academic
achievement.
Only one other person I have
ever spoken to here has even heard
of it. He didn’t receive the letter
asking his permission to add him
to it, though, consequently missing
out on this honour.
The Registrar’s office subsequently informed me that they
were changing the policy, but I

have not actually confirmed it.
When I bumped into the president on Main Street last year, I told
him I had finally made the list. He
congratulated me, and I then asked
him where it was.
He phoned his assistant to find
out.
I find it sad that so many students
subscribe to the doctrine that "Cs
get degrees.” I am not (yet) one of
them, but with the lack of recognition for doing better, perhaps their
attitude is not that surprising.
Volunteer at an event? Get pizza
and a T-shirt. Keep your grades at
honour level for a year? Get your
name in a book at the library that
nobody — not even the President
— knows about.
Miranda Anderson is a policy
studies student and
urges everyone to read the MRU
academic calendar and SAMRU
agenda from cover to cover each year to
spare themselves untold grief.

DIGITAL DETOX

Tweeter-totter

Balance key to harmony
between life and
devices

Photo: Jorden Dixon

Most students would see a week without technology as academic suicide, but Alyssa Smith managed to make it out alive.

Alyssa Smith
Features Editor

Falling into fits of sweaty panic
followed by uncontrollable trembling was exactly how I pictured
life without my iPhone.
At least that’s what I’ve heard
happens when people stop shooting heroin.
The concept of a break from
devices isn’t new; the vacation
time that oft comes with salaried jobs is meant to do just that.
It’s only become en vogue in
the last few years for vacations
to become strictly purposed for
device-detachment. Hotels have
even started offering reduced
rates for digital-detox packages
requiring participants to leave
their devices at the desk for the
duration of their stay.
The anti-consumerist publication Adbusters challenges readers
to shut off their devices for one
week every April. The thinking
is that logging out and pressing
the off-switch will make them
more available to experience all
of life’s wonders, like, you know,
other people.
So I decided I’d switch off;
mainly because I — you know —
like people. Plus, I could use an
excuse to do something like knit
or start an ant farm.
No phone, no computers, no
digital satellite, no Netflix.
Bring on the DTs.
To calm my nerves I sought advice on how to get the most out of
my digital-free week. According
to Adbusters, I needed to do three
things: take a Zen moment, slow
down, reconnect with reality.
Right, reality, where I can use
more than 140 characters to express my displeasure with the
current weather conditions.
On that advice, I began day one
with peaceful contemplation…
while lying in bed and ignoring
the dog whining to go out, I fantasized the whole week would be
like I was at the spa. The stress of
school started to melt away —
then my phone alarm went off.
Right — the off-switch.

I had a moment of panic. How
was I supposed to avoid both
academic and social suicide after
I switched off? What if I wrote
down my schedule incorrectly
and work couldn’t get a hold of
me and fired me? Irrational panic, but panic nonetheless.
Deep breath, and… off.
I learned something about
technology while I was out experiencing reality: it’s meant to
make life easier.
In grade 4, I spent the better
part of the school year trying
to decode the Dewey Decimal
System. I couldn’t understand
what business numbers had acting as a gateway to literature, but
my librarian insisted this was a
skill necessary to my general success and life’s happiness.
The next year the school’s catalogue went digital. Take that,
lady.
After finishing all the laundry
and deciding I wanted nothing to
do with an ant farm, I trekked to
the library.
Without the computer I couldn’t
even find a book to read. Turns
out the Dewey Decimal System
doesn’t exist anymore. Alyssa: 2,
librarian: 0.
But now I was stuck wheeling
through the library with no sense
of direction looking for a book
for a final project — I gave up
after two aisles and picked Dale
Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and
Influence People. I got through
two pages and learned the key to
social success is getting people to
talk about themselves.
It seems to be working, so far.
To exercise my new-found skill,
I cornered a regular at the pub
I work at. I find serving people
beer gives license to ask forward
questions, so I asked him why I
never see him with anyone at the
pub — maybe not what Carnegie
was getting at.
As it turns out, Mr. Regular
gives himself three hours at the
end of every workday to answer
emails before he goes home. If he
doesn’t get to it in that amount of
time, it doesn’t get done.

He told me he leaves his phone
in the office during the day when
he’s having lunch or talking to
clients.He told me he hates being
distracted when he goes home to
his family, so he comes to the pub
to deal with the 500 emails he
gets daily before he goes home.
I nodded and made a mental
note to reserve judgment on bar
flies, in general.
I only made it only 72 hours
into the detox before the guilt of
not doing homework took over.
They were the most stress-free
three days I’ve had since starting
my degree.
The day I flipped the on-switch
was not so nice. I was greeted
with 60 new emails, voicemail
full of angry messages from

group members, even some passive-aggressive Facebook messages about my digital absence.
I thought about Mr. Regular,
and realized he’d discovered
something I hadn’t thought of —
moderation.
Maybe I don’t need time everyday to knit or make three meals
from my garden from scratch,
but I do need a few hours where I
can sit and relax or walk my dog
without reading an email. And I
certainly need to answer a few
emails and phone calls.
I’ve started leaving my phone
in my purse when I get home
at night. Maybe if I find the off
switch for a few hours a day, I’ll
be able to get back to Carnegie
and read page three.

ARMAGEDDON

Blackout blues
Jasmine Jeffkins
Student submission

It was 11 p.m. on a Tuesday and
life as I knew it was over.
My BlackBerry crashed. No
more BlackBerry Messenger,
on-the-go Facebook, no more
Map apps — or any apps at all.
I went to class the next morning in hopes of distracting myself
from my crumbling social life.
Was there ever a time before my
BlackBerry? If there was, it is all
a hazy, horrifying memory of
black and white, slow moving,
poorly animated movies — like
the ones before HDTV.
This was only the first day:
13 hours, 57 minutes and 17
seconds, give or take 30 or so
seconds, into a life without social connections. Who talks to
people anymore, anyway? It’s
all about Twitter, Facebook,
BBM, texting and blogging.
My roommate’s life had met
a similar end. Her solution,
however, was to start drinking,
sleep through her 9 a.m. class,
and hopefully numb herself

through the BlackBerry blackout. It didn’t work — she drank
herself into a technology-free
coma. But as tempting as it was
to try to join her, I couldn’t let
myself lose hope. There would be
BlackBerry service again one day,
and I'd wait for this glorious day
with anticipation and hope. Until
then, maybe the lack of distractions and social life would force
me to study for my next midterm.
Sitting there, I began wondering if these hopes might
just be futile, considering the
BlackBerry blackout had begun
some fourteen hours and five
minutes before; I’d had one midterm and spent the rest of my
time resetting my connections to
the outside world. Perhaps one
day I would hit that refresh button and all would be restored.
I reflected on my fragmented
social life and thought, maybe if
I ask around, maybe I’d be able
to find blackout survivors, those
who were able to piece together
their fractured lives and carry
on, but until a cure is found, I
would wait.

FEATURES EDITOR:
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QUICK
QUIPS

"T

here is more
stupidity than
hydrogen in the universe, and it has a longer shelf life."
— Frank Zappa

"I

f everything
seems under
control, you're just not
going fast enough."
—Mario Andretti

"M

en have become the
tools of their tools."
— Wilson Mizner

"E

verybody pities the weak;
jealousy you have to
earn."
— Arnold Schwarzenegger
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FAITH MATTERS

Abortion not anti-Christian
James Wilt
Faith Columnist

I hate abortion.
That’s probably how everyone
expects a Christian column regarding this divisive issue to begin. It
is simply not that simple.
In fact, I firmly believe having
access to safe and affordable abortions is critical for the empowerment of women all over the world.
That’s more than obvious to me, a
majority of feminist scholars and
people who see social issues as
more than black-and-white.
The reason I despise abortion

is because of its uncanny ability
to make Christians look like the
most illogical, cold-hearted and
misogynistic group of people in
the world.
One only needs to examine the
recent referendum in Mississippi
to be reminded of that. For those
who didn’t follow it, Amendment
26 was an attempt by the “personhood movement” to undermine
legalized abortion by changing the
definition of a person.
If the vote on Nov. 8 had succeeded, which it thankfully did
not, it would have altered the legal
definition of a person so life would
begin at conception. Abortion of
all forms would be banned as a
result. Most contraception likely
would have followed suit.
For those unfamiliar with the demographics of Mississippi, which I
wouldn’t blame you for, this might

not seem relevant; but there are
a lot of religious folk — mostly
evangelical Protestants — in the
region. In fact, the Pew Research
Center declared Mississippi as the
most religious state in the country
in 2009.
Some of these Christians down
there convinced themselves, and
subsequently their governor, that
criminalizing abortion would be
the key to fulfilling Christ’s will
on Earth and hopefully winning
a gold star in heaven. There are
dozens of theological reasons why
they believe this and it’s certainly
not as simple as I’m making it out
to be. Unfortunately, there’s not
enough space on this page to even
begin dissecting their theories.
The point is ultimately that their
religious convictions pushed them
to try to change the law.
On the day of the vote, The

Guardian’s Ashley Sayeau reported: “If this law is passed, a woman
who miscarries could have to undergo a criminal investigation to
ensure the miscarriage was not
her fault. Someone needs to tell
Republicans, that's not love under
anyone's definition.”
No kidding. Not only is that not
love, but it’s illogical, cold-hearted
and misogynistic.
I’m going to quickly tell two
stories about two friends of mine.
One lives in Hawaii. She’s in her
late teens, is an excellent photographer and subscribes to what I believe to be quite a fundamentalist
understanding of Christianity. She
and her friends cover their mouths
with red tape and protest outside
Planned Parenthood centres carrying signs with messages such
as “I survived Roe vs. Wade” and
“Your mother chose life” written

on them.
The other lives in Calgary. She’s
in her mid-20s, is dating an exhomeless man and is an assistant
manager at a Christian coffee shop
in Kensington. One day, she found
out a girl who comes by the shop
was choosing to abort her baby.
Instead of protesting with signs,
or reading Bible verses at her, my
friend drove the girl to the abortion
clinic and sat in the waiting room
until she was ready to leave.
Today’s trendy Christians sometimes ask, “What Would Jesus
Do?” Well, that’s a good question.
If the Jesus I’ve heard about is true,
he showed love, compassion and
grace to those suffering from the
oppression of poor logic, coldheartedness and misogyny.
I think my second friend had the
right idea.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE II

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

Greetings from
New Mexico
MRU student details more
adventures in Albuquerque
Lindsay Douglas
Canadian Export

Ask about our

FREE
whitening
promotion

DR. RONDA SALLOUM AND
DR. CHRIS ORR, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. W. ELSAGHIR, DR. AMIT PATEL

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE

Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

When I left home, I knew I was
going to miss some things.
I previously touched on how I
miss my car, my boyfriend — especially whenever I’m not getting
laid (that’s all the time) — my
friends and my family.
I soon realized there are things
you don’t think about until you’re
actually missing them.
Let me start by telling you
about my cats. I expected to
miss them, but definitely not this
much. They’re friends you take
for granted, and then they suddenly aren’t there. You then find
yourself creeping down a street
trying to catch a stray cat for a
cuddle. You then think: “Shit! I
miss my cats.”
I think it will go like this when
I get back: “Hey mom. Hey dad.
I’m going to be busy petting my
cat for several hours now.”
It doesn’t even end there.
Growing up in Calgary, I’ve gotten to know my way around town
and could probably drive around
with my eyes closed. Wait, I’m lying. I truthfully have no sense of
direction and am constantly getting lost.
Being in a new city has only
made the confusion worse. I get
mixed-up just walking around
campus. One of my first days in
New Mexico, my roommate and I
got lost and wandered for hours
under the sun. On the bright side,
it was the first time I’ve looked
tanned since high school graduation.
Subsequently I had to get to
know public transit. ABQ only
has buses. No C-Trains. Many

people agree that figuring out
the bus routes here is more confusing than trigonometry. Wait,
am I actually longing for Calgary
Transit? Really? Things I never
expected to miss.
Did you know that the States
don’t have dill pickle chips? I
definitely did not. Had I known,
I would’ve seriously reconsidered
coming here. Kidding. There are
certain things I expected to be the
same cross-borders, iced tea being one of them. Good luck finding tea that isn’t just literally iced.
There are distinctly “American”
things I was looking forward to as
well. I was informed to my disappointment that White Castle is an
“East-Coast” thing.
Oh wow how I miss being legal.
Being at a party and preparing to
sprint into the night in case the
“party patrol” shows up is just too
reminiscent of high school for my
taste.
I realize these things seem arbitrary, and I’m really not trying
to come off whiny. Bumbling
around a city is truly a great way
to get to know it and is way better
than not leaving home because
you don’t know your way around.
Cherry and vanilla coke, cakeflavoured vodka, and $0.75 beer
on Thursdays make not having
dill pickle chips and iced tea totally worth it, and my obsession
with cats is probably a bit pathetic anyway. Surely when I’m
back home drinking $7 regular
coke and vodkas or still being lost
in my own city when it’s -30 C
outside then I’ll be dreaming of
Albuquerque.
Then I’ll booty call my boyfriend and feel much better.
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THREE'S A CROWD

Minding multiple Ps and Qs
Sorting out the etiquette of the threesome

Vanessa Gillard
Sex Columnist

Well guys and dolls, it seems
time to start rushing from one
destination to the next, piling
on knitwear and finding indoor
activities to do for the next
bazillion days until it stops
snowing, sleeting, chinooking
and then blizzarding.
Hmmm, what to do?
The reason most Canadian
babies are born in August seems
clear to me. As the temperature
falls most people’s first thought
isn’t, “Golly Tommy, let’s go ice
fishing!”
When the weather drops
seemingly so do drawers of those
looking to generate a little body
heat. And given frosty Canadian
winters, it sometimes takes a
couple extra bodies to get toasty.
Yes folks, orgies are the new
dinner parties this holiday
season.
Nuts roasting by an open fire
sounds like a romantic night in,
but how about two sets of nuts,
how about three? How about
four fun bags and two nuts? Oh

goodness me, the combinations various types of threesomes
are seemingly endless.
—I’m sure there are others but
While most people will never they are probably with furries
experience the meaning of the or ventriloquists or something.
triple entendre, the threesome
Voyeurism: Ever had an
isn’t just every hetero guy’s experience with someone
fantasy. It’s not a sasquatch or peeping in your window late at
a female president — it does night? Now imagine they were
indeed happen.
in your room watching you do
The threesome should not the lewd in the nude, and that
be confused with the ménage perhaps the peeping really
à trois, which is three people turns your crank, the person’s
living together and presumably crank that you’re turning or
having threesomes everywhere everyone’s turning various
including the kitchen sink. cranks simultaneously.
Generally this is a guy-gal-gal
Soft swinging: This scenario
combo, and I happen to know is similar to the last except that
someone who was involved in you are the peeper and your
just such a scenario. It turned
sour faster than half & half and
vodka, and my friend, who
was the dude part of the
combo, was forever
known as, well, an
idiot. The ladies went
cold war on his ass
and DEFCON 1
Snakes have giant orgies too:
ended with the
they’re called breeding balls.
gals
drinking
Gross!
margaritas around
a bonfire fueled by
his dignity and other
possessions. So maybe
women aren’t the
best at sharing… some
women anyway.
Imagine
all
those
combinations I mentioned and
then do this math. Here are the

samru.ca

partner is the sex romper with,
let’s say, Rod from hardware at
Home Depot.
Double team: Imagine a twosocket outlet and two threeprong plugs. Now image the
outlet is orifices and the prongs
are tongues, fingers, genitals et
cetera, The prongs never touch
because, presumably, they think
this will make them gay or
electrocute them. Stupid prongs.
One active member: This
involves two sockets that never
touch and one prong that
touches everything. Greedy,
greedy prong.
Full threesome: All systems
go. Turn all cranks and fill all
outlets with all prongs. Not
necessarily at the same time
because things can get all
tangled up. Proceed with
caution.
The mechanics of this
half-assed orgy aside,
the real issues tend to
pop up not necessarily
during but after the
flesh feast. It is always
important to have a
discussion beforehand
with your associates of
excess. If you want to
stick it or get it somewhere
that your comrade may not
have thought to put it or take it
you’ve suddenly got one of the
most awkward apologies you’ve

samru.ca

ever had to give on your hands
or wherever else. Setting out
ground rules is a must. Don’t
write a novel; just make sure
everyone is on the same page.
Some other advice I’ve heard
is if you are in the guy-gal-gal
scenario be sure to give both
women an equal amount of
attention. Otherwise you may
have a tearful catfight breakout
and you’ll be left in the doghouse,
no doubt.
Some say, “No couples!” and
this seems understandable in
light of the last point. If you are
a couple who want to experience
an encounter of the third kind
perhaps find someone at a bar
or on Kijiji. This will make things
less awkward when the friend
you had in mind gets drunk at
your wedding and has to tell a
story about the happy couple.
Lastly, don’t forget how
exhausting sex with one person
can be. Are you up for this
triathlon of sexcapades? Maybe
do some training first… like
getting it on while blasting “Eye
Of The Tiger.”
So, if it suits you and your
prongs and outlets, have fun and
try not to get kicked in the face.
And as always guys and gals, be
safe, and don’t do anything you
don’t feel comfortable with…
ventriloquists are creepy.
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Bottom left: Jake Cressey; top left: Chelsea Greening; middle: Kent D
right: Christine Slaunwhite, left, Heather Slaunwhite, right.

MOVEMBER

Duste
donat

So much m
just a
Todd Colin Vaughan
Contributor

Jordan Ludwig is one of millions affected by cancer.
“My grandpa had a mix of cancers
for years and years before he passed
away,” said Ludwig, a former Mount
Royal University business student.
“My uncle had testicular cancer.
“It’s something that affects us all.”
So when November came around
last year, Ludwig decided to grow
some hair under his lip to raise awareness for prostate cancer — the no.
1 cancer found in males. After not
fundraising last year, Ludwig took
the next step and looked to contribute
to spreading the word about men’s
health issues and to cancer-fighting
research as well.
“Awareness is important, especially

for guys because we are less inclined
to go to the doctor in most cases — I
know I am,” he said.
He added he decided to fundraise
this year because he said none one
wants more people to be affected by
cancer.
“I’d be happy if I could raise a thousand dollars, which is good because
my dad said he would match what
I raise.”
The Canadian Prostate Cancer
Society of Canada has partnered with
the worldwide Movember movement.
Rebecca Montagne, spokesperson for
the society said growing a ‘stache is
a great and fun way for men to get
involved with their health.
“Since 2003 the movement has
raised over $176 million and in 2010,
Canada raised $22.3 million alone,”
said Rebecca Montagne. “The mus-
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Duthie; top right: Robin Darsi; middle right: Cale Schmidt; bottom

ers for
tions

more than
laugh
tache is such an obvious way of raising that awareness.”
Mount Royal student Robin Darsi
and his men’s league hockey team the
“Puckheads” have taken awareness to
heart and have raised $4,000 so far.
“This is more than just hockey, our
team’s participation in Movember
activities is equally as important,”
Darsi said.
These activities include growing
the most fantastic mov' possible
and also, according to Movember
Calgary’s Facebook page, participating in a sponsored local gala or
throwing your own duster-inspired
extravaganza.
Ludwig said having that awareness
of taking care of yourself is important
and others spreading that awareness
is just as important.
“I think I convinced some of my

friends from work to do it, although
they would say it was their idea,” he
said “There’s a great camaraderie
to it.”
Kent Duthie, who sported a curled
mustache that Daniel Day Lewis
would be jealous of, has added his
own twist to the month. He has a bet
with his friends that if he can raise
$5,000 then he will keep the mustache for an entire year.
“I thought if I had to have something ridiculous on my face for a
month, I wanted to be able to laugh
every time I looked in the mirror,”
Duthie added.
Ludwig plans to continue to donate
his time and his Tom Selleck-esque
mustache to the cause.
“I’ve done it for two years now,”
he said. “I plan to keep going for a
while.”
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HOT
SPOTS
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pencer Jo &
Joseph Barley
present: "The Kitchen
Chorus Songbook" at
Broken City. Let these
two Calgary mainstays
take you on a wee
meander to a simpler
time when music was
music and men played
it in kitchens. If you like
what you hear at the
Nov. 23 show you can
purchase the album
chronicling their
modern bromance.
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— Vanessa Gillard, Arts Editor
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I am a fan of wing
nights. Good local options have
included Local 002 and Richmond’s Pub,
and The Hub has thrown its hat into the ring as a
contender for where to go for weekly wings.
As with many dishes at The Hub, a regular order of wings
seems overpriced at $8. On Wednesday night, that price drops
down to $0.25 per. You can get wings for the same price Tuesdays
at Richmond’s. Local, on the other hand, serves them up at $0.19
per on Wednesday, giving them the edge.
The Hub and Local’s wing options are staples for just about any wing
night. Between Local and The Hub I found that I was more pleased with
the classics at The Hub. Wing nights are built around tradition, and it is
hard to imagine having a craving for Local’s sweet soy wings.
The real choice students will have to make is Wednesday night. The Hub
wings have a more-than satisfying flavor, and the spices only add to
that instead of taking over for the hotter options.
Along with proximity, this is what gives The Hub the edge for wing
night. As far as wings go, the summer makeover has translated
into success for the up-and-comer.

— Nathan Ross, Staff Writer
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— Vanessa Gillard, Arts Editor
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— Bryan Weismiller , Publishing Editor

sandwich

K

-OS plays with
Dirty Mags at
the Republik on Nov.
30 and if you miss it…
he’ll probably be back,
but this show could
also be the show that
got away! Plus Dirty
Mags is pretty rad too.
Tix $22.

I ordered the steak
sandwich from The Hub, at
$12.50. The service was astute and
friendly. The cut was very tender, but was
also kind of small. The steak comes with Danish
blue cheese and a roasted roma tomato, which
paired nicely on the meat and bread, but my steak
was well done and I ordered medium-rare. I ordered
the yam fries on the side, which were unseasoned and
kind of rubbery. You can get one of three varieties of a
protein-veggie-starch-included meal at Herb‘n’Market
everyday for around $7.50 to $9.50, which I would say
is a far better value, especially considering there’s no
tip. But it’s only available between noon and 2 p.m.
and
The Hub serves food until 11 p.m.

— Vanessa Gillard,
Arts Editor

The Hub's appetizer smorgasbord
was originally billed as the crown jewel
of the campus pub’s food rollout. It was said
students could mix-and-match affordably priced
items, ensuring maximum selection and quantity.
It was a nice idea.
In reality, the combo platters are relatively expensive,
especially compared to the quantity of food received. For
$15, not including tip, patrons received three tempura shrimp
($3.50), a handful of sweet potato fries ($3), another handful
of mixed veggies ($4), and five chicken wings ($4.50.)
Given the price, my friend and I split the platter. We left
feeling poor and hungry.
It's a great concept, but the price needs to drop
substantially before I'd ever order the platter again.

e
t
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ak

ave you ever
wanted to break
into really rich people’s
homes to simply
admire their art? Well,
don’t you dare. The
Art Gallery of Calgary
has an exhibit on
until late January that
private and corporate
collectors have
contributed toward
demonstrating the
unique path that local
art has wrought.

The Hub isn’t
allowed to serve fullsized burgers because Dairy
Queen has the exclusive rights
to that particular type of food. No
one has exclusive rights to fries
though, so give The Hub’s handcut fries a nibble.

s

artseditor@TheReflector.ca

food

ARTS EDITOR:
Vanessa Gillard

H ub

A taste
of the
Hub

Table service for The
Hub finally debuted in the last
week of October to a curious student
body. A shiny set of salt-and-pepper
shakers on each table heralded the new
service status, and an enthusiastic staff of
servers has seemingly become accustomed
to their new stations since.
There have been yays and nays about the selection
on the menu and The Reflector will look at how The
Hub’s grub stacks up against other local choices.
These are growing pains any new restaurant has to
contend with, but most restaurants don’t have a
predominantly student clientele.
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DRAMA ROMP

Theatre department prepares to dazzle
Students run the gamut in productions this semester
Nathan Ross
Staff Writer

Mount Royal University’s theatre
students have been playing hard
and working harder to bring about
a series of upcoming plays. Whether a twist on a Shakespearean classic, an involved character study of
over 60 characters spanning six
decades or a playful treatment of
a traditional Chinese opera, theatre students have produced something for everyone this semester.

Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern

Most have read, or at least heard
of, Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Everyone knows, “To be or not to be,”
but that’s where it ends for some.
For those who haven’t read
Shakespeare’s tragedy, it is probably best to know before reading
on that there are two bit characters
named Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.
In 1966, Tom Stoppard took
those two and gave them a life of
their own in writing Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead, which
is going to be performed at Mount
Royal University’s Wright Theatre.
This piece of metatheatre, or a play
within a play, follows the pair
around as they try to make sense
of their existence, as well as what
is going on within the world created in Hamlet.
Second-year performing students, under the direction of
Glenda Stirling, will star in this
main production at MRU for the
fall semester. Having adorned the
walls of their rehearsal space in
rolls of paper covered with analysis, Stirling and students follow a
busy rehearsal schedule requiring a lot of work, both on and off
stage.
It isn’t without its rewards
though, said the play’s director.
“I’d say the most fun is working with the students (who are)
working on such a giant piece
and watching them step up to the
plate,” Stirling said. “There are so
many elements underneath.
“Their job is to play and make
offers.”
With MRU’s performance program being only two years long
that time is coming to an end in
June. It would not be surprising
to see some of these actors getting
work in a professional setting.
The production will be showing
in the Wright Theatre from Nov.
17 to 26, giving students and general spectators multiple chances to
catch the show.

Scenes from American Life

A typical play has a set number
of characters the story revolves
around and sees them progress
throughout the show to tell a story.
Mount Royal’s production of A.
R. Gurney’s Scenes From American Life throws that conventional
structure out the window.
The show, which is being directed by Jane MacFarlane, is a
compilation of moments in and
around Buffalo, N.Y. between the

1920s and ‘80s.
The characters’ names are
rarely given to the audience, and
it initially seems as if there are
over 60 different characters being portrayed by the 22 first-year
student-actors. However, a closer
look reveals many of these characters have repeat appearances,
having grown over the years and
built relations with each other.
“If you actually think about it,
you start making those connections and it’s really cool,” says Zakk
MacDonald, a first-year performer.
“If you think about the nameless
characters, they are all connected
in one way or another and I find
it can be entertaining, both if you
choose to think about it like that
or if you just watch the scenes.”
With each student playing at
least three roles or similar characters at different times, the real
challenge is finding the balance
between making the scene stand
alone and making them all blend.
Even though this production is being performed at MRU’s Nickle
Theatre on Nov. 25, it is only open
to family and friends, so be sure
to buddy up with someone in the
performance program.
This is one play that will challenge you to think, and should not
be missed.

Amazing Adventures of the
Marvelous Monkey King

It won’t just be the Mount Royal
community enjoying the upcoming theatre productions. Starting
in mid-November, MRU Theatre
will be taking its show on the road,
bringing Amazing Adventures of
the Monkey King to elementary

Photo: Nathan Ross

Byron Allen and Steven Evanik contemplate their existence as Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern.
schools around Calgary.
Written by Elizabeth Wong and
directed by Carol Curties, Monkey King is an incorporation of as
many elements as possible from
the traditional Chinese opera. It
is a story so well known in Chinese culture that performers begin
training for the show at age seven
with an expectation of performing
in the show as a lifetime gig.
First told as the true story of
a monk travelling from China to
India during the Tang dynasty, it

has expanded over time to include
over 100 different stories. However, the cast of five is choosing
to focus on that first story.
For show performer Jesse Ajohn
one of best parts of the tour will
be the audience they are performing for.
“Getting kids interested about
this story is what I would like to
achieve,” Ajohn said. “The best
part of the tour is the questionand-answer period after the show.
“Kids come up with some pretty

It’s just for

funny questions.”
Even though the show is not being performed for a typical audience, there is still the same effort
and determination to put on the
best show possible, with physical
challenges and dance choreography being one of the focuses of rehearsal while progressing forward.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Dead is open to the public and
admission is $15 for adults, $10
student/senior/alumni, and 2 for
1 on Nov. 22, 23, 24.

YOU!

Mount Royal University BookStore’s Annual

Customer Appreciation Event
starts

Wednesday, November 30

Warm cider,
Treats
& SPECIALS!

Don’t miss it!
YOU won’t want to miss it!

AMAZING
decorations
&
giftware
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now available at mtroyal.ca/bookstore

Your Students' Association

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz

samruBuzz
samruBuzz

students’ association
of mount royal university

samruBuzz

samruBuzz
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BOOK REVIEW

Page-turner will keep
you up far past Twilight
Sex, violence, depravity and new-found
hope abound in ‘werewolf lit’ gem
Vinciane de Pape
Contributor

Photo: Vanessa Conley

DJ Huggs mans the DJ booth at the newest hotspot in Calgary, Commonwealth Bar & Stage.

BAR RAISED

Commonwealth
dresses down
the upscale
New bar offers fresh take
on a familiar venue
Vanessa Conley
Staff Writer

Calgary’s bar landscape is expanding with the addition of
the Commonwealth Bar & Stage.
The much-anticipated spot
pairs the old Warehouse building with the masterminds behind
the HiFi Club, Craft Beer Market
and Una Pizza + Wine to unveil
a bar of unmatched creativity.
Their theme of a turn-of-thecentury warehouse turned music
and dance venue is spot on.
Walking in, you are welcomed
in to an intimate sitting room and
a north-facing window overlooking 10 Avenue S.W. The weird
knick-knacks behind the bar set
a precedent for surprises, and
Commonwealth delivers.
Grab one of their bourbon concoctions and head up the stairs
to the main room. Two more bars
and high-top tables border the
dance floor as well as the food
joint named “Cafeteria.”
Now the word cafeteria might
conjure up horrible memories of
undercooked curly fries and bad
junior high breakouts. But rest
assured, Commonwealth’s take
on it will fill you with joy, and
delicious creations from Una.
Conveniently served in to-go
containers, snacks include beef
skewers, chicken meatballs and
dumplings for a nominal cost of
$3 to $7.
Above the staircase leading

you down is a great homage to
the railway warehouse motif
with a chandelier using huge
rusted chains draping down and
around the lights.
Downstairs there is the
ever-useful coat check and a
long hallway of custom red
Commonwealth logo wallpaper
leading you to the restrooms,
which may be the nicest bar
washrooms ever.
Stepping into the downstairs
bar, seats border the entire
room and drinks are easily
acquired from the 360-degree
centre bar. The room allows
for a flow to walk around and
a great environment to hide out
with friends.
The stage area at the south
end of the room features a pop
art mural, but the main attraction in the room is the taxidermy murder of crows behind the
bar. Opinions were mixed, but
like it or not —it is eye-catching
and captivating.
The Commonwealth is offering Calgarians something that
didn’t exist before, an upscale
bar without pretension. The
multiple rooms offer something
for everyone: dancing, lounging, eating and socializing all
in one well-detailed redbrick
warehouse.
It is a great expansion of
Calgary’s cultural landscape
and an important notch on the
non-cowboy belt.

Full disclosure: I hate the Twilight
saga.
I haven't followed the recent
string of vampire or werewolfthemed entertainment, and in fact,
I would say that I have avoided
it. I've always had a difficult time
suspending my disbelief and the
cheese-factor is just too much for
me to swallow. From books to films
and television series, the occult
has permeated every pop culture
outlet, largely to my chagrin.
Enter Glen Duncan's The Last
Werewolf, a smart, sexy, beautifully written thriller that transcends the horror genre and boldly
demonstrates that sophisticated,
captivating “werewolf lit” does
indeed exist.
Protagonist Jacob Marlowe
tells his story from a first-person
perspective, reflecting on his existence as the world's last known
werewolf. His 200 years on Earth
have allowed him to cultivate a
taste for the finer things in life,
and this jet-setting, billionaire
bibliophile could otherwise be a
007 archetype if it weren't for his
complete lack of zeal.
Filling his days with chain-smoking, single-malt Scotch-sipping
and meaningless sex, Marlowe is

deeply depressed and very lonely.
Haunted by the memory of life
and love before “the Curse,” and
now as the last of his species, he
is resigned to his fate. Marlowe
is prepared to turn himself in to
the international organization responsible for exterminating occult phenomena when a surprising
turn of events provides him with
reinvigorated optimism and instills
newfound hope.
Graphic violence and explicit sex
scenes abound, The Last Werewolf
is an exciting and spellbinding
read. The author's dense style is
colourful and sophisticated, and
well-juxtaposed against the brutality and rawness of Marlowe's "fuck,
kill, eat" driven hunger. You may
find yourself scrambling to the
dictionary to keep up. The book
is nevertheless as much a deep
character study as it is an actionpacked thriller. Duncan masters
the balance of maintaining an
exhilarating pace throughout
the novel while gracefully illustrating a fundamentally human
story. Exploring the themes of
loneliness, regret, and ultimately
renewed hope, this book successfully challenges the campy reputation of its genre. Give this one
a chance — this is not your little
sister's Twilight, and this is not
your mom's Anne Rice.

is
“notThis
your
little sister's
Twilight... or
your mom's
Anne Rice.

”

Lead Change
In today’s changing world, responsible public management and
evidence-based policy making are more important
than ever in improving the quality of public life.
The Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School is training students who will
shape that change. We have expertise in a wide variety of areas from
health, innovation and social policy to resource and environmental
policy, and offer graduate programs in public administration, public
policy and international trade. Be a part of the change the world needs.

For more information about our campuses or programs, visit our website.
Apply by February 1 to be guaranteed consideration for funding.
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Miranda Lambert
Four the Record
Sony Nashville/RCA
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Regardless of injuries, an upcoming marriage and one member living in another city, the Madcowboys are committed to their Calgary fan base.

In her aptly named fourth record, Miranda Lambert takes
her music to a new, yet powerful level.
Coming off the success of
her third album, Revolution
and the song “The House
That Built Me,” Lambert
takes a risk with Four The
Record by making a more

MAD COW RETREAT

Madcowboys grow up
Calgary band stays together
despite various hurdles
Vanessa Conley
Staff Writer

After years of partying, touring
and promoting albums, Calgary’s
Madcowboys are turning down
the craziness.
Health problems, an upcoming
wedding and one member moving to Vancouver have forced the
boys to grow up and look at their
lives as individuals, not as a unit.
“These things cause there to
be less activity in the band,” said
drummer Will Schatz. "Your relationships get more serious, and
when they do, you want to leave
home less.
“Health can also slow you
down. The lifestyle can take its
toll.”
Since 2003, the band has been
performing in-your-face angsty
punk. Unreserved and uncaring,
their music is straight-forward
loud, fast punk rock dressed up
with honest, yet cynically funny
lyrics, topped with personality,
and doused with intensity.
And years of constant intensity meant time away from home
and being in a van laying rubber
on the highway for months. It
started taking its toll on the guys
mentally and physically.
“For a long time, everything in
our lives took second place to the
band, so it's really nice to be getting back to some organic-type
shit and growing all the other
parts of our lives,” said lead singer Mike McLeod.
“We're just figuring out what
we love about the band and what
we fucking hated about the band

and seeing where we land after
that.”
A serious shoulder injury has
plagued Schatz for the past year,
and with his girlfriend living in
Vancouver, the chance to settle
down and recuperate seemed
like his only option.
With the pace and the pain,
his condition was deteriorating
to the point of not being able to
play at all.
One “Goodbye Will” party and
an engagement later, many of
the band’s dedicated fans were
worried that was going to be
it. There were even rumours of
their demise floating around.
Playing two shows in the last
six months and the distance (literally) between members doesn’t
help.
What does all of this mean for
fans? Nothing, say band members, as they’re still together.
Their most recent show at The
Broken City was a beer-soaked,
adrenalin-fueled entire-room
mosh-pit.
“It kind of took us by surprise,”
McLeod said. “Of course feelin' some bat-shit love like that
makes us want to get up there
more often, but it's a bit of a
catch-22.
“If we did start playing more,
people would stop coming out
and getting as wild as they do.
You know, that ol' supply and
demand thing.”
The crowd’s intensity made it
one of the best shows of the fall
season, and many fans seem like
they’d be happy to do it every
week. But, even with demand

still high, the supply is low and
will be for some time to come.
While each member is keeping
a low profile, they are still looking to get into the studio and
do some recording in the near
future. Whether it will be a fulllength or a seven-inch split, they
haven’t decided.
“We've all been talking about
what's next,” McLeod said. “We
had about four songs that were
cruisin' at a seven inch, but then
Will moved away and that got
put on the back burner.”
With Schatz being back in the
Calgary area over the upcoming holiday season, “there’s an
extremely good chance” they
will record some more tracks.
So does this mean more touring, and more shows around the
country?
“I wouldn't hold your breath
for another month-long crossCanada,” McLeod said.
“Very unlikely, but stranger
things have happened,” echoed
Schatz.
The band is in a spot where
they all seem happy to grow up
and move forward in their own
directions. Their personal contentment showed in the cohesion they had as a group at their
recent show in Calgary.
“To be honest, I find the dynamic of the band is better now
than it has been for a long time,”
McLeod said. “It's fun as shit
again, it's playing music with
buddies and not all the business
bullshit.
“We ain't stopping, just relaxing and having fun.”

Evanescence
Evanescence
Wind-Up/EMI

Evanescence’s latest self-titled release, their first studio
album in five years, remains
true to the pseudo-goth/
metal sound fans have come
to know them for. Songs like
“Lost in Paradise,” where
Lee shows off her amazing
vocal range reminds listeners
of her talent. As Lee sings
“And as much as I’d like to

The Kooks
Junk of the Heart
Virgin
“Junk of the Heart (Happy)”
is the opening track for the
newest release by The Kooks,
a popular four-piece indie/
Brit-pop band from the U.K.
The Kooks get high ratings
on YouTube, garnering millions of views with songs like
“Naive" and “Ooh La.” They
are compared to the Arctic
Monkeys in popularity, with

bluesy compilation. Known
for her fires, guns and lyrics
about cheating, lying boyfriends, Lambert does add
touches of her musical signature throughout this disc.
However, a more mature
side also emerges. Four The
Record is exquisitely put
together with hints of her
former songs thrown in just
when one might want to fade
away. The song “Fine Tune”
is a welcome change to the
normal country-blues style.
And of course, the album
wouldn’t be complete without a duet on “Better in the
Long Run” with her husband
Blake Shelton, whom she
married earlier this year.
— Laura Lushington

feel I belong here, I’m just
as scared as you,” one gets
the impression she is sharing
personal experiences.
Lee has an unmistakable
voice, one that shows anger and angst as easily as it
does heartache and passion,
and it meshes well with the
album’s eclectic assortment
of instruments, including
harps, violins, violas and cellos. It’s hard to describe why
these work so well, but they
do, and that is part of what
makes Evanescence who they
are.
In essence, this is an album
only Lee and co. could make
work as well as they do.
-— Blaine Meller

fans loving Luke Pritchard’s
voice and thinking he’s a lyrical genius. With persuasive
catch phrases like “…I want
to make you happy” combined with the tones of their
instruments, this CD is as
effective as good drugs.
A long time ago, I heard a
story about a sick Bon Jovi
fan being healed listening
to them on repeat. Maybe
The Kooks are dialed into
the trickster power of music.
Their jangly progressions are
technically outstanding and
they shine at times, but the
arrangements are somewhat predictable and the
lyrics leave something to be
desired.
Junk of the Heart may
grow on you… or not.
— Aysim E.P

SPORTS EDITOR:
Bryce Forbes
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

99th:

Grey
Cup
happens Nov. 27 in
Vancouver. In the
volatile CFL, the only
thing we know for sure
is there will be a new
champion with the
Montreal Alouettes
already eliminated.

6:

place ranking
right now for
the Cougars women’s
basketball squad in
the CCAA. The team is
currently undefeated
with a 6-0 record.

2:

completions
thrown by
Denver Broncos
quarterback Tim
Tebow during their
17-10 victory over the
Kansas City Chiefs.
Elias Sports said it
was only the fifth
time since 1980 a
team has two or less
completions and still
won.

Graphic: Bryan Weismiller
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GREY CUP TIME

Wacky CFL season coming to a close
Tate's starting gig among strange moments this year

Photo courtesy of David Moll/Calgary Stampeders.

Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor

It’s been a hell of a CFL season.
In my lifetime, I can't remember
another year with as many crazy
results all at the same time.
And for a guy who has been a
lifetime Saskatchewan Roughriders fan, it's been downhill.
It's common for a team that
makes it to the Grey Cup to take
a step back, not fall off the end of
a cliff. But that's what happened
to my beloved green and white.
After falling just short of their
fourth Grey Cup, the core of the
team that once seemed set up for a
dynasty self-combusted, finishing
the season 5-13.
That sets up the season’s next
weird event —- Greg Marshall.
Unless you're coaching the Oakland Raiders and your owner is Al
Davis (R.I.P), you'll usually get at
least two seasons to turn around
a franchise.
Not in Rider Nation.
Only eight games into his headcoaching career, Marshall got
canned after going 1-7. Fans got
their wish and former coach Ken
Miller came back, and only did
slightly better.
It was a mixed blessing for Calgary Stampeders fans though.
For the first time in two years, the
Stamps didn't have to attempt to
get to the West Final through the
Riders — but they ultimately failed
in the semi-finals.
But again, it was one of the
weirder seasons in Cowtown. Has
a reigning CFL Most Outstanding
Player’s stock ever dropped as fast
as Henry Burris, who lost his starting job to Drew Tate.
Kerry Joseph with the Roughriders would be a comparable case ,
but he failed after moving to a new
squad in Toronto.

Even though head coach John
Hufnagel called for Burris in the
second half of the playoff game,
his ticket out of town will still
likely be punched. Look for him
in Toronto next year.
We saw one of the greatest running backs in Stampeders history
hitting the wall in Joffrey Reynolds. After sitting in street clothes
for most of the year, his CFL career
is probably over.
But then again, we are continuing to see the rebirth of the Canadian running back with Jerome
Messam in Edmonton and Jon
Cornish in Calgary. Messam hit
the 1,000 yard mark, a first for a
Canadian in a decade.
Let's head out east for a second.
Statistically speaking, we saw
the culmination of the greatest
quarterbacking career ever in
Montreal Alouettes’ pivot Anthony
Calvillo.
73,412 career passing yards. 418
touchdowns. Three Grey Cups.
Three CFL MOPs.
Amazing.
Even this year in which some
believe he is finally showing his
age, he's still a candidate for CFL
MOP.
Speaking of Montreal, when
was the last time a receiver has
been as dominant as Jamal Richardson? His 1,777 receiving yards
is one of the top-10 seasons for
a wide receiver ever, yet he was
snubbed for the MOP vote for a
pedestrian Calvillo season.
Maybe it's a sign of the times
that all-time records continue to
be broken right now.
While B.C. Lions slotback Geroy
Simon didn't break Milt Stegall's
career receiving yards record of
15,153 yards, he likely would have
had it not been for an 0-5 start
from the Lions.
But then again, maybe it was
that 0-5 start for the Lions that
truly showed what they were
made of. Over the last 11 games of
the year, the Lions were 10-1 and
head into the last two weeks of
the season as Grey Cup favourites.

Stampeders quarterback Drew Tate took over for the reigning CFL MOP Henry Burris late in
the season, going 3-1 down the stretch and likely punching Burris’s ticket out of town.
Finally, when was the last time
there has been this much parity in
the CFL? All three playoff teams in
the West ended up 11-7 and the

top two teams in the East were
10-8.
After week 14, any game not involving the Riders or Argos was a

potential Grey Cup matchup.
Being The Reflector’s Grey Cup
edition, my prediction:
B.C. 38 Hamilton 24

HIGH OCTANE
AUTOMOTIVE
CAREERS
The Business Administration—Automotive Management program is an industry
driven, two-year diploma program. It combines the skills and hands-on learning you
need to get started in the business side of the automotive industry.
Learn from industry connected instructors the
skills you need to get started on your path to a
management position in a car dealership, vehicle
insurance or credit division, aftermarket company
and many other automotive related businesses.
For more inFormation
call: 403.284.8471
e-mail: transportation.inFo@sait.ca
APPLY TODAY sait.ca

School of TrAnSporTATion
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Volleyball squad nearly perfect
Team defending national title in final year

Kyle Pura
Contributor

Last year was memorable
for Mount Royal University’s
women’s volleyball squad.
The 2010/11 campaign
saw the Cougars defeating
Grande Prairie College to
win the ACAC Championship, followed by winning
the CCAA National Championship.
Now head Coach Sandra
Lamb and her team are looking to duplicate last year’s
achievements.
And so far, it’s working
splendidly. Through eight
games, the Cougars have
only one blemish on their
record, winning 21 sets and
losing six.
“We just got to be prepared to work hard and do
the little things in order to
try and build,” Lamb said.
“And try to have an opportunity again."
She noted the Cougars are
finding success despite losing key veterans this season
like fifth-year senior Diyon
van Nistelrooy.
“She was a big part of our
program for years,” Lamb
said.
Also gone is Andrea Price,
an all-star MVP and CCAA
National Player of the Year,
who left after three seasons
to play with the University
of Calgary Dinos.
On the other hand, the
Cougars seven returning

Photo: Jorden Dixon

The Cougars have continued their winning ways since last year’s national championship, currently 7-1.
players from last year’s
championship-winning
squad have picked up the
slack.
Those key veterans include third-year middle
Julia Pasieka, who was an
all-conference player and
first-team all-star at nationals last year. Also playing a
key role is third-year setter
Mackenzie Allen, as well
Julie Deveson, a third-year

libero.
When asked who’s leading the team, Deveson explained the veterans are all
capable of taking over.
“We have lots of leadership on the team,” Deveson
said. “Everyone steps up and
does their own thing."
Coach Lamb added building team chemistry has been
an important part of their
success.

“The girls are a year older,
with new players coming in,
and we have to develop that
team chemistry, which is the
number one thing,” she explained. “We’re always
trying to develop them,
whether it’s on the court or
off the court.”
For a greater overall experience, Lamb believes that
the team’s triumphs off the
court are quite important

too.
“We try to make them
grow academically and athletically,” she said. “When
they leave here, they are
going to have a good education, with a lot of good
memories on and off the
court.”
Around the league, she
said she believes the “wellcoached” Grande Prairie
team is tough along with

Grant MacEwan, Red Deer,
and NAIT. She said she believes every night brings
forth a challenge.
“There’s a lot of parity in
our league and every team
is getting better,” said Lamb.
“There’s no easy night and
we respect everyone we’re
playing. “Everyone is going
to be gunning for us and we
just got to stay the course
and keep developing.”

RIVARLY RENEWED

Championship rematch
Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor
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Nearing the end of the third period Eric Galbraith (16) feds Jason MacDonald for
the game-winning goal. The Cougars hung on to beat Concordia Thunder 6 - 4.

It’s on.
For the first time since
the Mount Royal University
Cougars skated off SAIT’s
ice with the ACAC Hockey
Championship held high
last April, the two teams
will do battle twice on the
Nov. 17 weekend.
“It could be some of the
best hockey in Calgary with
SAIT and Mount Royal playing each other,” said Ken
Babey, SAIT head coach.
He’s not holding onto
anything from last year,
saying when you win, you
need to enjoy it, but when
you lose, you have to move
on.
This year, the two teams

are evenly matched with
Mount Royal only three
points ahead of SAIT in the
standings.
And the two teams have
the almost identical goals
scored and goals allowed.
Yet both coaches admit
they are heading in blind,
not having watched any
games of the opposing
squad.
However, Cougars head
coach Jean Laforest believes
it’s just another week and
believes it’s a good time to
feel out the opponent for
their next meeting scheduled in February.
“You don’t put more emphasis, it’s just more energy
because we are cross-town
rivals,” he said. “That’s
probably as far as it goes.

“Win, lose or draw, for
us, we are looking towards
peaking. This isn’t do or
die.”
During last year’s ACAC
championship, Mount Royal
defeated SAIT 1-0 in the
fifth and deciding game.
However, it was later determined the Cougars used an
ineligible back-up goaltender, despite an ACAC official
giving them permission.
Mount Royal officially
won the game when a tribunal later sided with their
appeal.
“It won’t really affect
much of this year because
it's a new year,” Babey said.
Game time is 7 p.m. Friday at SAIT Arena, and 7:30
p.m. at the Flames Community Arena.
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PART V

COUGARS MOVE TO
Cougars face half-million dollar difference
switching from ACAC to Canada West

Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor

The Cougars' to Canada West
scored them a $500,000 travel
bill.
Last issue covered how much
more travel Cougars athletics
will incur with a move to Canada
West.
Instead of short trips across
Alberta, they will be traveling
through four provinces, flying and
staying in hotels a few trips a year.
Karla Karch, Cougars athletics director, said that’s where
the majority of the extra money
is needed. She said the cost difference between playing in the
ACAC and Canada West totals
$500,000.
“You are paying for meal money, hotels and their flights,” Karch
said.
She used a trip out to the University of British Columbia in Vancouver as an example of something each team will take at least
once a year. If a team flew out on
a Thursday night and stayed until
Saturday to play two games, she

explained, then they would have
three nights of hotels and meal
money.
That’s a big change from oldstyle road trips in the ACAC where
teams would typically bus it back
after the first night.
Karch said part of the money
is to ensure the student athletes
the best chance
to succeed.
Instead of
crunching everything into
as little an
amount of time
as possible to
save money, she
said leaving on
Thursday for
weekend trips it
gives the students a better chance
of healthy eating, sleeping and
study time.
"It's about creating a healthy
environment where they can succeed," she said.
Although significantly more
expensive, Karsh said, students
likely will not even notice the
change.

Karch said right now the athletic department budget comes
from three areas: money from the
school, recreation and athletics
fees and fundraisers.
The portion from the students
is approximately 40 per cent of
budget coming from recreation
and athletics fees.

not just an athletic department
initiative,” she said. “While we
are leading the charge, our school
will help fund it.”
Secondly, the department will
try getting more money through
fundraising like their annual golf
tournament.
However, a major component
became easier when
Mount Royal graduated from a college
to a university.
“Years ago, there
wasn’t the contact
with alumni because
a student would
come to Mount
Royal for two years
and would move on
to a new school to
graduate,” Karch said. “The affinity for a student is where they
graduate. They may have loved
their time at Mount Royal, but
their affection is to the school
they graduated with.
“They are more likely to give to
the school they graduated with,
than Mount Royal.”
With that, she believes it’s im-

affinity for a student is
“The
where they graduate.”

— Karla Karch
This semester, students pay
about $80, which also covers the
price of a membership to the recreation centre, said Karch.
For the 20 per cent of the budget coming from fundraising,
Karch has a few ideas.
First off, she’s hoping for more
money from the university.
“This is a school initiative, it’s

Patricia
MRU student
Fav Class: BootCamp

portant to start building relationships with students and studentathletes that would hopefully become a life-long friendship.
“I want you to give back and if
you can financially give us money, that’s great. But I want you to
come back and watch our men’s
hockey game,” she said. “You are
going to bring your kids to the
game.
“You’re going to feel an attachment and your kids are going to
feel an attachment and go to
Mount Royal because you went
to Mount Royal."
Her idea attempts creating an
American-style love of university
athletics that is rare in Canada.
But she’s knows it’s going to be
a long haul for that to become reality.
“Eventually, if we do it right
and build strong relationships,
you will want to give back.”
That’s all folks. Now you know
everything you’ll ever need to know
about the Canada West to become
true die-hard fans.

Mary
MRU student
Fav Class: HIIT

Olumide
MRU student
Fav Class: BootCamp

Chris
MRU student
Fav Class: Yoga Flow

REC WINTER REGISTRATION
ONLINE REGISTRATION

IN PERSON REGISTRATION

MEMBER

November 22 at 6:00 am

November 23 at 6:00 am

NON-MEMBER

November 29 at 6:00 am

November 29 at 6:00 am

Members include students, employees, alumni and general public
who validate or purchase a membership.
403.440.6517 • mtroyal.ca/recreation • Like us on

